Much easier and faster maintenance procedure

Cafection has developed new parts and components to simplify your maintenance activities as well as to optimize the cleaning procedure. Indeed, the Encore 29 is now NSF 4 certified. And, after thousands of successful performance tests, the Encore 29 is more robust and reliable than ever!

MUCH EASIER TO CLEAN

Built with food grade plastics, painted metal parts and stainless steel components, the new enhanced Encore 29 comes with a door seal, recessed components, cleaner and easy to wash silicone sheath, as well as minimizing or erasing any unused metal hole, notch, groove or any imperfection for an easy cleaning.

NSF provides the best brand protection through its public health mission and the most comprehensive solutions across the total supply chain. This is why NSF is The Most Trusted Name in Food Safety™.

It signifies to customers and regulators that your products have been tested by an independent third party, are certified to the industry’s highest standards and meet all applicable North American regulatory requirements.

NSF food equipment standards include requirements for material safety, to ensure the product will not leach harmful chemicals into food; design and construction, to ensure the product is cleanable and is not likely to harbor bacteria; and product performance.

Source: www.nsf.org

DEEP CLEANING GUIDE

How-to guide to do a complete deep cleaning of your Encore 29

CUP HOLDER

Easy dismantle to clean it separately

COFFEE VENTILATION DOCK, WHIPPER VENTILATION CAGE AND A NEW TANK TOP

For optimizing aeration, and to significantly decrease humidity by 25%
EASIER AND FASTER TO MAINTAIN

The new Encore 29 has numerous enhancements that give you a clean and easy to maintain machine. This 360-degree process improvement approach gives you a faster front access, and auto-alignment of soluble canisters and nested components. It also reduces maintenance time and offers a cleaner environment.

BURR GRINDER
Precise and robust technology used by Cafection since 2012

OUTLET VALVES ACCESS DOOR
Faster and easier front access to the side tank valve

OVERFLOW TRAY
Front access for a faster maintenance

A healthy coffee starts with a clean machine... now so easy with this new Encore 29!

Contact us to learn more about our exceptional coffee technology and to get our advanced training on coffee machines.